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Introduction
Voice is considered a biometric personal data, strictly protected by the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and subject to stringent processing and sharing rules. The rise of AI voice generators,
voice recognition technologies, voice assistants, etc. have made voice a focal point of European Data
Protection Authorities.
Protected data includes data originating in the EU and delivered within the EU, and also EU data transiting
to non-EU countries and non-EU data transiting to or through the EU.
For Media & Entertainment professionals with dubbing and voiceover operations, GDPR impacts all
workflows that involve storing or exchanging voice samples, and other actor personal data that can be
used to identify individuals, as these data fall into the scope of GDPR. The regulation impacts this industry
on multiple levels with three especially high-risk points in casting activities: Actor Database Management,
Security and Client Casting Delivery.
Dubbing and voiceover service providers, agents, and creative directors maintain internal actor databases
from which they select actors to propose to their clients for projects. Databases include talent ‘traditional’
and biometric personal data (actor profiles and voice samples) that are subject to numerous GDPR
processing obligations.
Voice casting processes entail numerous exchanges of actors personal data. Data is shared between both
internal services and external project stakeholders for feedback and final validation. The compliance of the
shared data engages the responsibility of the party who shared the data as well as the party who received
the data. The manner in which the received data is processed engages the responsibility of both the party
that originally shared the data, as well as the party that received the data.
Accountability and compliance co-responsibility are key elements of GDPR. Every project stakeholder is
co-responsible for the compliance of a project. In other words, one non-compliant stakeholder puts all
organizations involved in a project, from service providers to final content distributors, at risk of penalties
that can reach up to 20M€ or 4% of their global revenues.
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GDPR
European General Data Protection Regulation

What is it?
In effect since May 25th, 2018, the European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) is the strictest data protection law
in the world. It is a legal framework that sets guidelines for the
collection, processing and sharing of European citizens and
residents’ personal data.
Personal data is defined by the GDPR as any information relating
to an identified or identifiable natural person (referred to as
“data subject”) and covers a broad scope that includes both
directly identifying data and indirectly identifying data. Examples
of personal data include name, pseudonym, date of birth, email,
telephone number, photos, voice recordings, fingerprints, DNA,
ethnicity, religion, etc.

Who and what are subject to GDPR?
The regulation is extra-territorial, meaning that organizations, regardless of their size, and individuals located
anywhere in the world, are subject to GDPR obligations and potential penalties if they don’t comply with the
rules.
Protected data not only includes EU data originating from and delivered within the EU, but also EU data transiting
to non-EU countries and non-EU data transiting to or through the EU.

➔

EU actor + casting delivered to EU company

➔

EU actor + casting delivered to non-EU company

➔

Non-EU actor + casting delivered to EU company ✅

➔

Non-EU actor + casting delivered to non-EU company

✅
✅

❌
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What are the Risks?

Penalties up to
20M€ or 4% of
last fiscal
year’s annual
turnover

Every European country has a Data Protection Authority (DPA), and GDPR legislation accords DPAs the
authority to launch compliance audits and issue warnings, reprimands and fines, both locally and
internationally.

Fines are scalable:
Companies likely to be recipients of the biggest penalties are
those who commission the dubbing or voice-over projects.

Aside from obvious risks such as brand reputation and client confidence, if a Data Protection Authority audits
an organization and deems they have not respected GDPR obligations, they can:
➔

Temporarily or permanently limit data processing

➔

Delete the data in question (2019 HMRC conviction – 5M voice recordings deleted)

➔

Apply fines of up to 10M€ or 2% of the annual turnover for breaches of “Privacy by Design” or “Privacy
by Default” or up to 20M€ or 4% of the last fiscal year’s annual turnover (max of the 2) for any breach
of data subject rights

➔

Create and make public a sanction named after the company
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GDPR Sanctions
For the GDPR’s first 18 months, things were a little
quiet. Although there were plenty of complaints
and investigations, there were few fines. That has
changed as DPAs in FIGS markets have stepped up
their game and starting issuing fines to companies
of
all
sizes.

2018 : Transition year
2019 : Active monitoring and sanctions
2020 : 39% increase of sanctions over previous 1.5 yr

Some 1.3B€ (about $1.5B) of fines have so far been issued for a wide range of infringements, according to
published sanctions on the European Data Protection Board and Data Legal Drive platforms.

With the exception of Luxembourg and Ireland, who recently issued record breaking sanctions against Amazon
and WhatsApp, France’s regulator tops the rankings for aggregate fines having imposed more than 193M€
(about $228M) since the application of GDPR. Germany, Italy and Spain follow with aggregate fines of 61M€
million, 42M€, and 18M€ respectively.
In total, there have been more than 281,000 data breach notifications, with Germany (77,747), The Netherlands
(66,527) and the UK (30,536) topping the table for the number of data breaches notified to regulators,
according to international law firm DLA Piper.
In one high profile case, the British tax authority – HMRC – was found to be unlawfully processing the biometric
data of around seven million customers through the use of a voice authentication system on its helpline. HMRC,
and any of its suppliers who also processed the biometric data on HMRC's behalf, were ordered to delete over 5
million customer records.
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GDPR in Localization
For the localization industry, GDPR means that all workflows involving the storage or exchange of actor
‘traditional’ personal data and audio samples that can be used to identify individuals fall under GDPR
compliance.
For example, any localization service provider, agent, creative director, studio, network, etc. with an actor
database that includes ‘traditional’ personal data (i.e. names, addresses, emails, telephone numbers, etc.)
and/or biometric personal data (i.e. voice samples ) – which may have been compiled over years before the
current legislation came into effect – is now subject to GDPR.
The talent details and samples in the database might have been sent in by actors or agents, saved from past
projects, downloaded from casting platforms, or shared by service providers and voice directors. No matter –
this voice data is subject to GDPR processing rules.
The legislation is applicable right across the Media and Entertainment industry, spanning the dubbing and
voice-over efforts of those working in advertising, film, television, video games, audio books, etc.
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Actor Management
& Casting Databases
If a company has dubbing or voiceover operations, it is likely they have actor databases to manage their
contacts and voice resources, and that voice data is circulating between multiple services.
Actor lists and voice samples are often kept internally in ‘actor databases’, from which project managers,
creative directors and agents will pull samples for casting projects and then share with clients when proposing
talents for roles. Content owners often keep shared resources from past castings and projects to share with
other service providers or refer to for future projects.
New voice samples are added regularly to casting databases, collected from auditions, live-castings, creative
directors, castings delivered by subcontractors, voice casting platforms, etc. These databases often contain
thousands of voice recordings and actors are frequently unaware they are referenced.
Even if samples were provided directly by the actors or their agents, and it seems obvious they would want to
be referenced in the casting database, European GDPR requires the data be processed in compliance with the
regulation.

Actor databases are active, and require ongoing compliance management
●

Complied over time

●

Biometric (voice) personal data

●

Traditional personal data (tele, name, email, etc.)

●

Collected from multiple sources

●

New samples added regularly

●

Obsolete/incorrect data

●

Actors often unaware they’re referenced

●

Shared with entire supply chain

●

Compliance unmanaged
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Casting Phase:
Actor Data Circulation
During the casting phase, high volumes of personal data are exchanged between different stakeholders. When
projects are voiced in several languages, the number of organizations involved multiplies and compliance
becomes complex to ensure.
There are many stakeholders involved in casting a project. From creators through to agents, suppliers, and
content distributors, they all rely on the exchange of voice samples to choose which actor suits the character
for each role and language. It is common for studios to propose 3-5 actors for each role, and to share 3-5
samples per actor.
Actor ‘traditional’ personal data and voice samples are shared with external project stakeholders via upload
to ftps, private clouds, casting approval portals or via email.
Actor ‘traditional’ personal data and voice samples are also shared with multiple internal services: audio, IT,
HR, marketing, sales, etc.. Often, the assets are conserved for future projects or inadvertently (i.e. forgotten in
email boxes).
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Compliance
Co-Responsibility
GDPR introduces the notion of compliance co-responsibility. Voice samples & actor details shared during the
casting phase put all stakeholders – from vendors to final content distributors – at risk if:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Service providers’ assets are not GDPR compliant
Actor data is shared with third parties without trackable consent
Stakeholders keep samples and other actor personal data (name, email, tele, etc.) after completion of
casting phase and don’t enter the data into GDPR compliant processing
Samples & actor details (name, email, tele, etc.) are added to your casting database for use in future
projects without actor’s trackable consent – obtained 100% independent of work contracts
Live audition samples are added to a casting database for future projects without obtaining trackable
actor consent of use that specifies the new processing context and duration
Actor consent is outdated

GDPR considers the entire production
chain ‘co-responsible’ for the
compliance of all project stakeholders.
Any breach at any step of the process
can put the entire work chain at risk.

Content creators can be
affected if contractors are not
compliant, and vice versa.
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GDPR Obligations
Organizations are responsible for demonstrating that their processing activities, and those of their suppliers
and clients are compliant.

Establishing the legal purpose of processing
Freely given explicit consent is strongly recommended when processing voice data as it
is a biometric personal data. In the context of localization, freely given explicit consent is
also important because the voice data is often shared internationally.

Key obligations include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Alert actors they are referenced in their actor database
Request processing authorization - 100% independent of work contracts & NDAs
Specify duration of processing
Clearly communicate how and for what purpose the data will be processed
Clearly communicate with whom the data will be shared
Secure the data
Limit data access
Data Mapping
Respect data subject’s right to erasure across organization-wide supports
Renew consent regularly (CNIL recommends every 2 years), and every time data is modified
and/or new media are added
Remind actors they are referenced
Treat data subject rectification and deletion requests within 30 days upon request
Ensure access to personal data within 30 days upon request by actor
Minimize data collection and processing
Name a DPO depending on the volume of personal data processed

CNIL – French GDPR Supervisory Authority
“The processing controller must be able to prove their consent requests were not contract-related – “free” consent”
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Voice Casting
Compliance Solutions (1/2)
I.

You commission projects from subcontractors / vendors?
You want to manage your compliance manually:
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Identify internal workflows that process personal data
Define and implement service specific compliance processes
Consider integrating third party automated compliance tools into your workflows to ensure
compliance integrity
Request proof of audio GDPR compliance from your vendors and their vendors
Look closely at how your partners obtain actor consent - independent of contracts and NDAs?
Audit partner audio GDPR compliance annually
If you keep personal data after completion of the casting phase see section III

OR you want to protect your organization 100% immediately:
❏
❏

II.

Require proof of casting compliance from your vendors
Better yet, require your vendors use a 3rd party tool capable of verifying their compliance the only way to secure the overall workflow, regardless of how many companies are working
on your project

You are an intermediary between actors and content owners ?
You want to manage your compliance manually:
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

If you maintain an actor database see section III
If you save personal data received from vendors after completion of the casting phase see
section III
Require proof of freelancer compliance from your vendors and their vendors that contribute
to your projects, as well as your final clients
Verify partner GDPR compliance annually
Provide your vendors and clients proof of casting resources and project compliance

OR you want to protect your organization and partners immediately:
❏

Use a 3rd party tool capable of providing compliance verification - the only way to secure the
overall workflow, regardless of how many companies are working with you
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Voice Casting
Compliance Solutions
(2/2)

III.

You maintain an actor database?
You want to manage your compliance manually:
❏
❏
❏
❏

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Identify which internal services are processing personal data
Define and implement GDPR compliance workflows
Consider a 3rd party service provider to automate your GDPR obligations
Solicit and record actor explicit consent of use
❏ Renew explicit opt in consent every 2 years
❏ 100% independent of work contracts and NDAs
❏ When adding live audition media to database for use in future projects
❏ For all new media and modifications
Delete non-authorized samples within a determined time limit
Process rectification and deletion requests within 30 days upon request
Provide data subject access to personal data (samples included) within 30 days upon request
Secure data with “need to access” permissions
Audit the compliance of your vendors

OR you want to protect your organization and clients 100% immediately:
❏

Use an automated 3rd party tool capable of automating, maintaining and demonstrating
your compliance - the only way to secure the overall workflow, from actors to customers,
through to your company

You have already deployed specific tools and are interested in an independent
compliance audit to assess the compliance of your data workflows and/or those of your partners?
IV.

Contact our team (team@mediartis.com) at Mediartis
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Conclusion

GDPR is not only an EU issue and has far reaching impact and implications for the the worldwide
Localization Industry. GDPR concerns organizations located anywhere in the world who create, deliver
or receive dubbing or voice-over projects that include EU personal data and are shared with either EU
or non-EU companies, and also if projects include non-EU personal data and are delivered to EU
companies.
The compliance of subcontractors and clients engages an organization’s GDPR responsibility, just as the
organization’s compliance engages the responsibility of the entire supply chain. If teams are sharing
data externally, the subcontractors and clients should be informed of their GDPR obligations and their
compliance needs to be verified. Auditing partner compliance is crucial for ensuring privacy integrity
and protecting your organization and all project stakeholders.
Voice-Data Security is a fundamental GDPR obligation and organizations should ensure personal data
risks are assessed and appropriately addressed with measured controls. Companies should ensure that
data access is restricted to specific personnel and departments, that their network is secure and
passwords are modified on a regular basis.
Actor databases require ongoing compliance management and often contain outdated personal data.
GDPR requires organizations to minimize the data they process, and limit processing to only necessary
and pertinent data. Non-compliant data should be deleted across all organizational supports.
Companies must be able to justify the purpose and duration of processing.
Data subjects must be advised their data is being processed, and reminded on a regular basis.
Processing consent must be collected 100% independent of work contracts and NDAs. They have the
right to access their data, samples included, and request rectifications and deletion of data.
In order to mitigate asset and project GDPR non-compliance risks, content creators and content
owners should reassess and adapt their actor data processing and sharing practices, and demand
proof of compliance from partners.
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PRIVACY COMPLIANCE SOLUTION

TOOLS & CONTROLS FOR DUBBING & VOICEOVER
SERVICE PROVIDERS AND CONTENT OWNERS

Mediartis automates the initial and ongoing privacy compliance of vendor voice
casting resources and provides content owners the Media & Entertainment
industry’s first vendor voice casting privacy compliance controls.
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WHAT THEY ARE SAYING:

“Mediartis’ technology protects the entire ecosystem, from service providers to
final clients with real-time compliance controls, even for multi-partner projects,
and makes partner compliance easy to confirm.”
Chris Johnson - CEO & Founder, Convergent Risks

“We require full GDPR compliance from our suppliers and receive all of our voice
castings via Mediartis. It’s efficient and guarantees full compliance with GDPR.”
Franck Genty - European Localization Supervisor, Bandai Namco

“We chose Mediartis and their tools to help our recording studios become the
most secure and efficient in terms of personal data protection and GDPR
compliance.”
Alessandra Vincenzi - Head of Audio Localization, Keywords Studios
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Mediartis for Content Owners:

Vendor Privacy Compliance Controls
Mediartis provides content owners privacy compliance visibility of castings delivered by vendors. Our
technology automates the initial and ongoing privacy compliance of vendor resources and tracks data from
import through delivery, no matter how many service provider tiers contribute to projects.

Interactive and branded projects delivered on
streaming │ Client comments & ratings │
Resharable with client teams │ Interface in 7
languages │ Media cannot be transferred or
downloaded │ Castings stamped GDPR compliant │
Modifications after original delivery are visible in
real time

Mediartis provides your vendors:
Automated initial & ongoing solicitation, recording, and renewal of actor explicit consent independent of work contracts │ Renewal
of explicit consent for modifications and when new voice media is added│ Communication of purpose of processing and processing
duration │ Privacy reporting for compliance audits & vendor privacy assessments │ Secure & isolated actor access to their data │
Alerts when organizational actions are required │ Automatic deletion of non-compliant data │Project compliance protections │
Actor modification & deletion routing & recording │ Real-time compliance status for every resource │ Compliance verification of
tier 2, 3, 4, etc. vendor resources
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Mediartis for Service Providers:
Automated Privacy Compliance

Mediartis provides a simple and painless “compliance in a box” solution for Media & Entertainment
companies with dubbing & voiceover operations.
Our technology automates the initial and ongoing privacy compliance of casting resources and offers
privacy-secure workflows that protect the entire supply chain.
We help your organization respect legal personal data processing obligations, verify your partners are
respecting theirs, and promote your data privacy compliance and preparedness.
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Mediartis for Service Providers:

Tools for Your Resources + Projects

Multipartner Projects
-

Receive castings that include resources from
multiple vendors.
Verify project privacy compliance.
Seamlessly integrate streamed access to select
resources into your project.
Share one master casting with resources from
multiple sources.
Project compliance is visible to your end client.
Only your logo is visible.
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CONTACT US
Do you have questions, need information or
recommendations for privacy service providers?
We can help.

Nicole Quilfen
Director of Strategy & Partnerships at Mediartis

T: +33 (0)7 68 59 28 16 (CET)
E: nicole@mediartis.com
W: www.mediartis.com

The information contained in this document is for informational purposes only and does not replace
legal advice. We strongly recommend that you consult with a DPO or legal consul for your specific
situation and legal obligations.
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